
the purpose is to build the future; this suggests that the people have the opportunity to meet again soon. There is much to
discuss in the pursuit of a clearer understanding of the waywho will be working over that interval are the generation to

which the immediate goals, and self-development are as- in which to bring national cultures into the needed forms
of cooperation.signed.

—Lyndon —Lyndon
Another question from Yuri Tsarik, Minsk, e-mailed

during the webcast, Sept. 6: China
A Chinese editor: Since globalization goes so fast andA question from a group of students in Belarus. Mr.

LaRouche, what perspectives and projects do you think most governments of the world are not fully prepared, would
there be a global government in the near future? As I am goingshould be proposed to the youth of European countries, so

that the young people, out of a factor of social and political to Helsinki for the 6th Asia Europe Summit, I think of the
possibility that influential world organizations such as ASEMinstability, could become a moving force of development of

their countries and of world development? And what are the and APEC would gradually emerge and form a kind of global
government. Is it possible? Thank you.plans of the LaRouche Youth Movement in that connection?

Thank you. LaRouche: It is not possible. “Globalization” is a recent
name for what used to be called “imperialism”: the elimina-LaRouche: An actual solution for the presently escalat-

ing world crisis depends upon the degree we develop the tion of the sovereignty of the people, and the attempted estab-
lishment of a form of oligarchical society under whose ruleneeded qualities of leadership for the future, now, among the

18-30-year-old generation of young adults. I place special most of the population is degraded to the life of an ignorant
lower form of animal life, as under the ancient Babylonian,emphasis on a particular approach to mastery of the most

crucial of the valid steps of progress in physical science since Roman, Byzantine, and medieval ultramontane forms of a
pro-bestial oligarchical culture—in which the sovereignty ofthe ancient Pythagoreans (such as Archytas) and Plato, and

approach the continuation of that history as modern science a people is outlawed by an empire, an empire such as the
Anglo-Dutch Liberal system which came into being as theas typified by the span from Kepler through Riemann.

The present world crisis must take into account the deadly world-leading imperialist/oligarchical trend with the Febru-
ary 1763 Treaty of Paris.threat from the poverty of approximately three-quarters of the

people of our planet. This requires a very high rate of increase —Lyndon
of emphasis on basic economic infrastructure and production
technology. This means that the limited number of qualified
scientists working today is a great problem for mankind as a Russia
whole. We must build a generation of future leaders in prog-
ress from among a large part of the young adults in the age-
interval between 18 and 30.

This must be done by placing emphasis on national sover- Global and Regional
eignty and national cultures, since the culture of a people is
the basis on which the development of the creative powers of Dimensions of the SCO
the great part of the entire population depends. Therefore, the
approach must be based upon cooperation in common world by Prof. S.G. Luzyanin
goals through the promotion of the development of sover-
eign nationalities.

Prof. S.G. Luzyanin is a senior scientific researcher from—Lyndon
the Far East Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
working on current questions of the Shanghai CooperationArmenia

Hrant Khachatryan, Member of the Armenian Par- Organization (SCO) and security in Central Asia. He sent
this paper, titled “The Shanghai Cooperation Organizationliament:

Dear Mr. LaRouche, (SCO); Its Development During 2006; Global and Regional
Dimensions” (Aug. 24, 2006) to the Berlin conference, and itOur best greetings to you from Constitutional Rights

Union party of Armenia. Regional problems are becoming was summarized during the question period. For Mr.
LaRouche’s comments on this and related questions, see lastmore dangerous with respect to the war in Lebanon. Your

opinion please about future development around problems in week’s EIR. Professor Luzyanin’s paper was preceded by an
introductory note of greeting to the conference. Both havethe U.S., Europe, Russia, Iran, Syria, and Lebanon in this

World-Historical Moment. been translated here by EIR.
Best wishes,
Hrant Khachatryan As for Mr. LaRouche’s proposals for large-scale infra-

structure projects in Eurasia, I believe that his evalua-LaRouche: Thank you for the message. I would hope we
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin and Chinese President
Hu Jintao meet at the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization
summit on Sept. 14, 2006.

Press Service of the President of Russia

tion and analysis of Eurasian matters are extremely im- like to become observers. Many authoritative international
organizations have already established cooperation with theportant and timely at present. Essentially LaRouche’s

concept gives new approaches to the integraton of the SCO, or would like to do so. The Shanghai summit declared
a moratorium on the further expansion of the organization. ItEurasian space. The idea of the Eurasian Bridge pre-

cisely fits with traditional Russian approaches and is appears that a status called “dialogue partner” will soon be
established, as a position between observer and permanentwell suited to the current reality in the world: the forma-

tion of a new institution for organized cooperation member. The SCO leadership decided to call a halt to the
headlong rush of new members to join, in order to allowamong peoples and states. I believe that Mr. LaRouche,

in developing the concept of the Eurasian Bridge, has for political and ideological “digestion” of what has already
been established.found the optimal ratios of geopolitical, physical-geo-

graphical, and geo-economic methods. The result is a
very promising theory of the fusion of various sciences. The SCO and the Problem of

Deterring the U.S.A.This is very important, since most studies are premised
exclusively on political science methods. I fully support The SCO’s growing strength is pivoted on the Russian-

Chinese strategic partnership, which is extrapolated to thethis approach that Mr. LaRouche takes, and his basic
conclusions. organization as a whole. In addition to its basic objectives of

fighting extremism, terrorism, and separatism, and develop-Respectfully, and with very best wishes,
Prof. S.G. Luzyanin ing economic and humanitarian cooperation in Central Asia,

the SCO is objectively becoming an important factor for “de-
terring” U.S. extremism. The Iraq adventure, the Lebanon-The Overall Story

The 5th anniversary summit of the Shanghai Cooperation Israel war, and the hysteria around Iran have demonstrated
once again the adventurism of U.S. policy and the need forOrganization (SCO) (July 5-17, 2006, Shanghai, P.R.C.) con-

firmed that the organization is attractive and of interest for politically building up alternative political organizations, like
the SCO, in the world. Locally, the SCO today already repre-many countries of the East, which would like to live in a

multipolar world, a world free of American dictates. The orga- sents a serious political counterweight to the U.S.A. in
Eurasia.nization’s prestige in the world is rising rapidly. An impres-

sive line has already formed of applicants for membership in
the SCO, including major countries such as India, Pakistan, Regional Specifics of the SCO

The SCO’s internal structure, while noting that the con-Iran, and Mongolia, which have observer status. There is a
special contact group working with Afghanistan. It is also sensus of all member states is required, can be thought of

provisionally as “three (China, Russia, Kazakstan) plus threeknown that Belarus and a number of other countries would
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(Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan).” The first troika repre- and New Delhi, it remains Pakistan. Besides the moratorium
on enlarging the number of SCO members, the Kashmir prob-sents the clear leaders of the organization, which initiate vari-

ous questions and decisions to be adopted by the organization lem and the non-adherence of India and Pakistan to the NPT
are obstacles to their joining. The latter violates the otheras a whole. The creation of an “axis of democracy” from the

Baltic to Georgia, and the “Greater Central Asia” (GCA) and SCO members’ formal commitment to strictly following non-
proliferation procedures. Equally difficult is the situation withother American projects, are prompting actions in response,

by Moscow and Beijing, and will continue to do so. Vladimir Iran. Participation in the SCO gives the leadership of the
Islamic Republic of Iran the possibility of obtaining an addi-Putin and Hu Jintao have been able, in the framework of the

unified SCO project, to offer the Central Asia region their tional political resource in its stand-off with the U.S.A. and
its allies. Iran’s energy potential is attractive for the SCO,agenda of security, development, and modernization. This

agenda is attractive for the local elites, because it does not since it is a major oil and gas producer, providing resources
that India and China would like to use. As is well known, apropose a radical “democratization” of the existing regimes,

according to the well-known American scenario. Rather, it major Iranian-Indian gas project, involving the supply of gas
to India, is already under implementation. Pakistan, whichfully supports them and provides an opportunity for the more

underdeveloped countries (Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Uz- wants to hook in to Iranian gas, has an objective interest in
this project. Russia is interested, because of the deepeningbekistan) to enjoy economic development, based on the

resources of the more developed ones: China, Russia, and Russian-Iranian cooperation in the area of peaceful nuclear
power (construction of the Bushehr nuclear power plant) andKazakstan. Modernization, security, and stability in the re-

gion are the main points on the SCO’s agenda today. the development of north-south transport “corridors,” which
are beneficial for Moscow.Beijing’s contribution to the SCO is of great economic

significance. At a certain point, Beijing succeeded in convinc- At the same time, the SCO’s rapprochement with Iran
brings with it the danger of a worsening of the organization’sing Moscow and the Central Asian Republics, that the organi-

zation’s range of activity should encompass as many areas as relations with the U.S.A. This concerns India, Russia, and
Pakistan, first and foremost. Understandably the SCO, as anpossible, including economic, humanitarian, and integration

matters, not merely security alone. Accordingly, in 2005 the organization that represents an alternative to American proj-
ects, has some interest in political rapprochement with Iran,P.R.C. offered $900 million for the development of economic

projects. Procedures for operation of this “second wheel,” but within certain limits. There are concerns in Moscow,
Beijing, and New Delhi, that Iran might at some point breakeconomic cooperation, were set in motion, so that the organi-

zation’s activity became truly more comprehensive. Humani- away from any influence, not only of the SCO, but of the
entire world community.tarian activity and the “second road” also took shape, in the

form of the SCO Forum, etc. China’s long-term and well-
conceived policy of “harmonizing the SCO” met full support
from the other five members at the summit. It is quite likely
that the SCO project is only one aspect of China’s longer- The SCO and 50-Year
term strategic design for Central Asia.

Thus, despite its discussions being internal, the SCO has Development Prospects
outgrown its “regional suit” and is trying on larger “geopoliti-
cal clothes.” The organization’s sphere of interests today en- by R.G. Tomberg
compasses Central and Northeast Asia. In the medium term,
this will extend to South Asia and the Middle East. At the

Professor Tomberg is a scholar at the Center for Externalsame time, the organization has, in effect, institutionalized
the famous Russia-India-China “triangle,” in a certain way, Economic Research, Institute of Economics, Russian Acad-

emy of Sciences (RAS), Moscow. He sent this letter to theconsidering that India is an observer. It is planned to hold
SCO military exercises in Russia during 2007, with units from Berlin conference on Sept. 4.
all six member countries taking part. The Russian-Chinese
exercises, Peace Mission-2005, already took place in the Dr. [Dmitri] Sorokin [of the Institute of Economics, RAS]

was kind enough to inform the Center for External EconomicP.R.C., while there were a series of Russian-Indian ground
and naval maneuvers during 2004-05. Research, which since 2005 has been an integral part of the

RAS Institute of Economic Studies, about the forthcoming
international web conference in Berlin on the strategic per-Prospects and Prognoses for 2006-08

If India and Pakistan join as full members, this could be a spectives of mankind for the next 50 years, with a special
emphasis on the Eurasian role in world development. . . .major geopolitical factor in the strengthening of the SCO.

Russia’s priority partner in that pair is India, while for China, As you mentioned the eventual role of the Shanghai
Organization for Cooperation as “one of the key parts of thedespite the radical improvements in relations between Beijing
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